
ANTARCTIC INFRASTRUCTURE 

The single logo (also available in full white and blue/white) 

The single logo can be used on:
- Antarctic clothing and headwear (caps and beannies) issued for use as part of the program
- Participant transport vehicles and Antarctic field or scientific equipment
- Reports produced by service providers such as operations manuals
- Social media pages

Co-branded Australian Government/Australian Antarctic Program logo

The co-branded logo is to be used on:
- Publicity material such as brochures, flyers, fact sheets, flags, banners etc
- Power presentations on work conducted within the Australian Antarctic Program
- Websites, signage and plaques

Logo reproduction
The logo’s colour, shape, form, font, or design must not be modified in any way. It should never be placed over an image or heavily 
textured background or as a tint of a colour.

Exclusion zone
An exclusion zone has been built into the logo design to ensure it is not jeopardised through crowding. The exclusion zone must be 
kept clear of any other images, elements or graphics.

Minimum width
The minimum width of the logo is determined by the Coat of Arms being at least 20 mm wide as show, or 65 pixels for screen-
based publishing, with the rest of the logo in proportion as supplied. Some exceptions may apply to items that physically demand a 
smaller logo.

Colours
Primary Blue (logo) PMS285 (107-6U) and Grey PMS431 (or 80% black) - (Pantone CoolGrey 9U) (179-9U) 
Secondary Blue PMS653 - for apparel ie caps/tshirts- (Pantone 7694U 7694C 
C100M57Y9K52 R1G66B106) 

Secondary Orange - Pantone Orange 021U

NNuuyyiinnaa  RReedd//OOrraannggee  PPaannttoonnee  11779955  CC1155MM9977YY110000KK00

Fonts

Logo and Large Header fonts: Bebas neue
Sub head and Copy fonts:  Corporative Sans  Bk (for reverse Medium)

Partnering with industry through a risk sharing model, the Program Alliance mirrors the approach of the initial Reference 
Design which aligned culture to deliver innovative and collaborative solutions. The Alliance partnership will bring complex 
construction expertise to complement the AAD’s unique and valued experience of working in a challenging and dynamic cold-
climate environment.

Working with Hugh Broughton Architects and WSP, AAD engaged with internal and external stakeholders in a collaborative 
culture to develop Reference Designs which could deliver the Program safely and sustainably, limit disruption to broader 
program activities and drive efficiency in operations.

The Australian Antarctic Division (AAD) is planning to renew ageing infrastructure and progress planning for new state-of-
the-art facilities that will enhance Australia’s ability to deliver world-class science and environmental stewardship across 
East Antarctica.  The work is being delivered within the Antarctic Infrastructure Renewal Program. It is anticipated that the 
majority of the works will be delivered under a Program Alliance delivery model. 

RENEWAL PROGRAM

Davis station

Collaborative design process

1. Stakeholder engagement   2. Functional Requirements   
3. Reference Design   4. Project scope and technical requirements   

5. Engaging with potential Alliance partners   
6. Alliance partner design development   7. Selecting an Alliance partner

The Aviation Facilities Renewal will improve services for summer operating 
aircraft crews and provide greater safety for expeditioners and crew.

Priority infrastructure renewal at Davis Station will reduce safety risks to 
expeditioners and improve station operations and capability.

Large format modular construction proposed at Davis station to reduce time on 
site and environmental impact.

Modular construction at Wilkins Aerodrome will allow the camp to be constructed 
offsite and skied into position.

Wilkins Aerodrome Casey Ski Landing Area
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